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Home Field Advantage in the NFL – Historical, Recent & Current

Period H/R GM Home SU % Ave Margin HOME PS % Ave Line ARVL

1982-2019 9037 5203-3815-19
57.70 %

2.60 4331-4447-259
49.34 %

-2.46 0.14

1982-2001 4462 2593-1859-10
58.24 %

2.81 2167-2180-115
49.85 %

-2.55 0.26

2002-2019 4575 2610-1956-9
57.16 %

2.40 2164-2267-144
48.84 %

-2.38 0.02

2002-2005 1024 602-421-1
58.85 %

3.02 491-499-34
49.60 %

-1.25 0.55

2006-2009 1021 574-446-1
56.27 %

2.15 479-518-24
48.04 %

-2.64 -0.49

2010-2013 1018 585-431-2
57.58 %

2.77 493-491-34
53.35 %

-2.40 0.37

2014-2019 1512 850-657-5
56.40 %

1.90 702-758-52
48.08 %

-2.13 - 0.23

2017-2019 755 425-327-3
56.52 %

1.60 351-375-29
48.35 %

-2.04 - 0.44

2014 252 144-107-1
57.37 %

2.54 122-126-4
49.19 %

-2.40 0.14

2015 253 136-117-0
53.75 %

1.48 110-132-11
45.45 %

-2.18 -0.69

2016 252 145-106-1
57.77 %

2.60 118-126-8
48.36 %

-2.10 0.50

2017 251 143-108-0
56.97 %

2.50 126-114-11
52.50 %

-2.06 0.44

2018 253 152-99-2
60.56 %

2.34 119-125-9
48.77 %

-2.30 0.04

2019 251 130-120-1
52.00 %

-0.05 106-136-9
43.80 %

-1.74 - 1.79

2020 105 53-51-1
50.96 %

0.24 46-58--1
44.23 %

-1.77 -1.53

Prior to the start of the season there were debates and discussions as how the absence of fans at NFL
games – or a minimum percentage of capacity in attendance at best – would impact home field advantage.
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In a normal season the general thought is that the home field is worth three points to the home team.  Most
handicappers and bettors agree in general but also point to differences that vary by team.  Better teams are
considered to enjoy perhaps a 4 or 5 point edge while weaker teams may enjoy 1 or 2 points at most.

There are several ways to attempt an objective measure of home field edges but all are problematic given
short seasons of just 8 home and 8 road games per team.  But our research indicates that playing at home
has been less of an advantage in recent seasons than historically.

The above chart presents 5 different sets of data dating back to 1982 that looks at how teams perform at
home both SU and ATS, how the linesmakers account for the value of playing at home and how the
perception of the public plays out  and compares to the linesmakers’ perceptions.

One thing is certainly true – home field advantage does exist.  In all sports home teams generally win
between 54 and 58 percent of their home games season after season.  In the NFL since 1982 home teams
have won 57.70 % of more than 9,000 games (excluding ties).  Since Division realignment in 2002 the
percentage has been nearly identical (57.16 % of more than 4,500 games).  From 2014 through 2018 the
% was 57.28 over 1,257 games , reaching a high of just over 60 % in 2018.

But things took a sharp decline in 2019 when home teams were just 130-120-1 SU, 52.00 %.  Through 105
games this season home teams are 53-51-1 SU (50.96 %).  Whether the past season and a half is just a
short term blip is uncertain but the fact that home teams performed relatively poorly in 2019 (when there was
no Covid) could suggest this season’s follow up results may have little to do with the virus.

It’s worth noting from the above chart how poorly home teams have performed ATS which many seasons
below 50%.  Over the full 38 seasons from 1982 through 2019 home teams covered just 49.34% in the more
than 9,000 games – evidence that there’s no home field edge when it comes to covering the pointspread.

Looking at the above chart 4 of the 7 columns are clear – Period Covered (1), Total Home/Road (i.e. non
neutral site games) (2), SU Record of Home Teams (3) and ATS Record of Home Teams (5).

Columns 4, 6 and 7 are the ones of interest when trying to analyze objective measures of whether a home
field advantage exists and, if so, to what extent and in what fashion.

Ave Margin is the average margin for the home team and it’s generally averaged between +1.5 and +3.0
points per game.  But look at how the average margin dropped in 2019 (negative .05 actually) and has been
almost as low thus far this season (+ 0.24).  Average margin is a good starting point and it can be said that
prior to 2019 playing at home was worth just under a FG per game, on average.

Ave Line is the average line for the home team.  Between 1982 and 2019 the home team, on average, was
favored by 2.46 points per game.  That’s pretty close to the average margin for the home team, indicative
of a pretty good job by the linesmaker globally.

ARVL is the Average Result Vs. The Line and is actually the difference between average margin and the
average line.

Note that the numbers have been declining in general over the past half decade or so.  An interpretation can
be that teams have been better, in general, at playing on the road as coaches and organizations learn and
adapt to the effects of travel, preparation, etc. that differ for road games than home games.

As mentioned above the NFL season is very short – just 16 games.  It’s impossible to draw firm conclusions
about an exact home field advantage for each team.  In theory you’d compare how Team A performs at home
vs on the road.  Unfortunately NFL teams only have 3 opponents each season that they play both at home
and on the road.  And because of the nature of the game and the key injuries that occur over the course of
a season the team you face at home in September is often considerably different from that same team you
face on the road in December.

The bottom line about home team or home field advantage can best be summed up as follows.

It’s clear that teams have some advantage playing at home.  That’s reflected in the numbers above that show



home teams generally winning between 52 and 58% of their home games, a percentage that holds pretty
close for all major sports.  As a result most teams in all sports will have better home records than road
records.  But determining an exact value of that advantage is extremely difficult for football.

We have seen a decline in the ‘raw’ numbers shown above over the past half decade or so that suggest
whatever the numeric ‘value’ of any home field advantage may be, it is decreasing.  Since there is usually
a lag between perception (home field advantage is worth 3 points) and reality (it may only be worth 1 or 2
points based on recent seasons) much of the wagering public will continue to back home teams more than
road teams much as they back favorites rather than underdogs.  Hence we see line movements that tend
to push up prices on home teams and favorites more than they should be pushed up, creating opportunities
for playing on undervalued road teams and underdogs.

COLLEGE SELECTION OF THE WEEK:  IOWA - 2 ½ over Northwestern – Both teams opened their
seasons last week.  Iowa lost 24-20 at Purdue in a competitive game in which they outgained the
Boilermakers by 1.1 yards per play.  Northwestern, at home, beat up a weak Maryland team 43-3, dominating
the stats in outgaining the Terps 537-207 with a 6.5-4.2 yards per play edge.  The Wildcats are stepping up
in class here.  These teams traded 3 game winning streaks since 2013 with Iowa getting the triple revenge
last season.  The last 3 games in the series have been very low scoring (20-0, 14-10, 17-10).  Both teams
are well coached.  Northwestern ran roughshod over Maryland last week, gaining 325 rushing yards.  Iowa
held Purdue to just 104 while for 195 in defeat.  If Iowa needs added motivation it can remember home losses
to Northwestern in the Wildcats’ last two visits here.  Iowa’s win last season was on the road.  It won’t be a
runaway but a solid Iowa win 23-17.

Other Featured College Selections
Notre Dame - 20 over GEORGIA TECH – There have been growing pains for coach Collins in his second
season at Tech as well as some satisfying wins.  Tech won at Florida State 16-13 to open the season – a
win that appeared impressive at the time.  Tech also had a solid home win over Louisville 46-27.  Both foes
are decent but not elite such as their foe is this week.  Notre Dame is 5-0 and has held 4 of its 5 foes to
under 14 points.  Notre Dame has topped 40 points in 3 of the wins that include a 42-26 win over that same
Florida State squad.  True, the Irish did struggle to get by Louisville 12-7 but did outgain the Cardinals 338-
219.  Aside from the win over Louisville Tech’s other 2 home games were 49-21 to Central Florida and 73-7
to Clemson.  Notre Dame is allowing just 270 yards per game – 206 less than Tech.  Of concern for Tech
is an offense that’s turned the football over and average of 3.0 times per game through 6 games.  That’s a
lot of extra possessions given to the opposition.  And Notre Dame’s offense can take advantage.  The Irish
are allowing just 9.8 points per game, the Yellowjackets 41.2.  Tech’s other 2 losses have been by 17 (at
Syracuse) and 21 (Boston College).  The Irish may start slow but ultimately extend.  Notre Dame wins 41-13.

Memphis + 6 ½ over CINCINNATI – Understandably flat last week, Memphis was still able to beat Temple
and nearly cover as 14 point chalk.  A week earlier the Tigers exorcized demons that had plagued them for
many years by finally defeating AAC powerhouse Central Florida for their first win in their last 14 tries that
included a pair of losses in each of the past 2 seasons that included a pair of conference championship
games.  Memphis has had similar success against Cincinnati, winning 5 straight including twice last season
to capture the AAC title.  Memphis was favored in all but one of the 5 victories and now comes an underdog
against a familiar foe that is much stronger on defense than on offense.  Cincy in 4-0 SU/ 2-2 ATS but has
played a weaker schedule that includes South Florida, Army and FCS Austin Peay.  Cincy is off a win at
SMU, 42-13, in which the Bearcats outgained the Mustangs 439-290.  Memphis also played at SMU but lost
30-27 despite a total yards edge of 585-549.  This line appears too high.  Memphis was +2 at SMU while
Cincy was +1.  That suggests Cincy should be, at most, a 4 point favorite here.  Memphis’ other loss was
also on the road, by 2 points at UTSA.  Cincy gets the win but in a competitive game.  Cincinnati wins 31-28.

LOUISIANA TECH + 12 over Uab – Both programs have been money makers ATS over the past few
seasons but each has started 2020 2-4 ATS.  UAB has won 3 in a row against La Tech after Tech had won
their first 5 meetings.  Tech had been favored in prior matchups that include upset losses to UAB in 2017
and 2018.  Last season UAB was finally favored over Tech, by 6, in a game that pushed with UAB winning
20-14.  Tech has fared well as a double digit home dog against teams with comparable talent, going 6-2 ATS
in that role against non-Power 5 teams since 1997.  Based upon their early games, both teams are down a
notch or two from last season with Tech struggling to find its rhythm on offense, normally a strength.  UAB
has not shown the consistency its shown the past 3 seasons after the program was revived in 2017.  The
stats do suggest UAB wins but asking for a double digit win is questionable.  UAB wins but by just 34-28.  



Best of the Rest (Opinions)

GA SOUTHERN - 5 ½ over South Alabama [1] WYOMING + 1 ½ over Hawaii [2]

Michigan State + 24 ½ over MICHIGAN UT San Antonio + 6 over FLA ATLANTIC

LOUISVILLE + 3 ½ over Virginia Tech Coastal Carolina - 2 ½ over GEORGIA STATE

RUTGERS + 12 over Indiana ILLINOIS + 7 over Purdue

San Diego State - 7 over UTAH STATE BYU - 28 ½ over Western Kentucky

AIR FORCE + 14 over Boise State SOUTHERN MISS - 1 over Rice

ARKANSAS STATE - 3 over Troy BAYLOR + 2 ½ over Tcu

Central Florida - 2 ½ over HOUSTON Lsu - 3 over AUBURN

Mississippi State + 31 over ALABAMA New Mexico + 13 ½ over SAN JOSE STATE

The Rest (Leans)

Colorado State - 1 ½ over FRESNO STATE [1] TULSA - 18 over East Carolina [2]

Minnesota - 20 ½ over MARYLAND [2] SYRACUSE + 11 over Wake Forest

North Carolina + 6 ½ over VIRGINIA Kansas State + 3 ½ over WEST VIRGINIA

Boston College + 30 ½ over CLEMSON Charlotte + 10 over DUKE

Ohio State - 12 over PENN STATE UNLV + 14 over Nevada Reno

Navy + 14 over SMU OKLAHOMA STATE - 3 ½ over Texas

Wisconsin - 3 over NEBRASKA Oklahoma - 14 ½ over TEXAS TECH

TULANE - 4 over Temple UL Lafayette - 16 ½ over TEXAS STATE

Iowa State - 29 over KANSAS Mississippi - 16 ½ over VANDERBILT

Appalachian State - 31 over UL MONROE Arkansas + 12 over TEXAS A&M

Missouri + 13 over FLORIDA KENTUCKY + 15 over Georgia

[1]  Thursday, October 29 [2] Friday, October 30

Postponements/Cancellations
Marshall at Fla International 

North Texas at UTEP.

NFL SELECTIONS OF THE WEEK: SEATTLE - 3 over San Francisco –  Seattle continues its pattern of
close games decided late, entering this game off their OT loss at Arizona.  San Francisco enters off a pair
of impressive wins over the Rams and at New England but still sits last in the tough NFC West where all 4
teams have winning records.  It’s a tough spot for the 49ers with games against the Packers and Saints up
next.  A regression would not be surprising after their last 2 wins.  It's a favorable spot for Seattle which
returns to the road for their next 2 games, making this their lone home game between Weeks 5 and 11.  Oh,
and they have QB Wilson off a 3 interceptions game, the last of which set up Arizona’s winning FG.  Recall
Seattle was stopped inches short of the goal line in Week 17 last season against the 49ers on this field that
denied the Seahawks the NFC West title.  A win offsets the Division loss in Arizona.  Seattle wins 31-23.

Other Featured NFL Selections:
Indianapolis - 3 over DETROIT – Indianapolis is off its Bye that followed its 2 poorest defensive efforts of
the season vs. Cleveland and Cincinnati.  The Colts allowed 385 and 398 yards after holding each of their
first 4 foes to under 270.  Detroit’s won back to back games and 3 of 4 with each win on the road.  The Lions



are 0-2 SU and ATS at home.  The rest should benefit the Colts with new QB Rivers and coach Reich able
to tinker with adjustments to the offense.  Despite the efforts in those last 2 games Indy’s defense is well
balanced, ranking #3 vs the run and #2 vs the pass.  Detroit’s offense has no special strength, ranking #18
via the run and #20 via the pass.  Rest, matchups and a reasonable price.  Indianapolis wins 30-20. 

New Orleans - 4 over CHICAGO – New Orleans has won 5 straight against Chicago since 2011 (4-1) with
3 of the wins in Chicago including last season.  The Saints have the much better offense with Chicago having
a stingier defense.  The Bears win ugly and have been outscored, outgained in total yards and outperformed
on a yards per play basis.  Eventually those negative fundamentals catch up with teams.  The New Orleans
defense is league average vs the pass but outstanding against the run.  The Bears rank last in running the
football, gaining just 84 yards per game with a below average pass attack.  New Orleans all purpose back
Hill has the versatility to keep Chicago’s defense off balance.  New Orleans wins 27-17.

Pittsburgh + 3 ½ over BALTIMORE  – This is meeting #28 between the coaches.  Baltimore’s Harbaugh
was hired in 2008, one season after Tomlin took over the Steelers.  Baltimore has a 14-13 edge SU and is
12-11-4 ATS.  Most of their early meetings were very close with 11 of the first 14 decided by 4 points or less. 
But 8 of the last 13 have been decided by 7 or more, 6 by double digits.  The Ravens are rested and swept
Pittsburgh last season when injured Steelers QB Roethlisberger missed both games.  Against 3 common foes
each has defeated Cleveland, Houston and Philadelphia with very similar statistics.  Pittsburgh remains
unbeaten (6-0 SU, 5-1 ATS) and has held all 6 foes to under 105 rushing yards.  Baltimore’s had trouble
stepping up in class the past few seasons in big games.  The lack of a large, raucous crowd could negatively
impact Baltimore’s defense on key third down plays when crowd noise is a factor.  Pittsburgh wins 24-20. 

Best of the Rest (Opinions)

CAROLINA - 2 ½ over Atlanta (Thursday) Minnesota + 6 ½ over GREEN BAY

CLEVELAND - 2 ½ over Las Vegas DENVER + 3 over L A Chargers

The Rest (Leans)

New England + 3 ½ over BUFFALO Tennessee - 6 over CINCINNATI

N Y Jets + 19 ½ over KANSAS CITY L A Rams - 4 over MIAMI

Dallas + 6 * over PHILADELPHIA Tampa Bay - 10 ½ over N Y GIANTS (Monday

BYES – Arizona, Houston, Jacksonville, Washington

* Projected Line

Best of the NFL Totals

Minnesota/Green Bay OVER 54 ½ Tennessee/Cincinnati OVER 54 ½ 

Las Vegas/Cleveland OVER 53 ½ L A Rams/Miami UNDER 46 

Pittsburgh/Baltimore UNDER 47 Tampa Bay/N Y Giants UNDER 46 ½ 

Money Line Recommendations

College: UT San Antonio LOUISVILLE ILLINOIS BAYLOR

Pro: New England SEATTLE DENVER Pittsburgh

NOTE: All Selections are picked to win Against the Spread (ATS).  Unless otherwise indicated, HOME
TEAMS are in CAPS.  All material is provided as news matter only and is not to be used in violation of any
Federal, State or Local law(s).



LOGICAL APPROACH's 2020 COLLEGE & PRO FOOTBALL SPREADSHEET – Current College & NFL Data Complete through Monday, October 26, 2020

NETAVEAVEAVEAVEAVEAVEAVE

GAMEPWROPPAVEAVETOTPASRUNTOTPASRUNAVEAVE

'X'COMPPLAYLINERTGPWRPWRNETNETYPGYPGYPGYPGYPGYPGAVEPTSPTS

FCTRPOWRPOWRPOWRCHGRTGRTGT/OYPGAGTAGTAGTFORFORFORMGNAGTFORPNCTLWTEAM

-3100.2101.395.5-4101.3101.02-2542633392400295105-3.329.626.3052061ATLANTA

-1096.6100.1101.51199.390.8219351227124369264105-0.924.023.1034043CAROLINA

3102.1106.5106.8697.899.637528820088363265987.019.226.2033024INDIANAPOLIS

1098.3101.598.96100.596.03-26380249132354246108-1.527.526.0033033DETROIT

-597.893.092.0-7101.2101.4-7-40414287127374235139-6.232.025.8033051MINNESOTA

-2104.8107.7107.92100.8105.02433502401103942621326.326.532.8015015GREEN BAY

099.697.892.1-7101.5101.0-2-8360228132352197155-4.723.819.2042042NEW ENGLAND

-798.897.696.8-399.9100.9-11735923312737728097-0.625.424.9043025BUFFALO

11107.0110.2107.1-499.5109.39-14022721304002551455.825.531.3042015TENNESSEE

095.394.897.0298.193.2-2-3439526113436126299-4.427.723.3025151CINCINNATI

-797.192.596.35103.595.4-5-13404284120390277114-4.332.828.5033033LAS VEGAS

098.4104.995.12100.196.05-1538028892364207157-3.031.628.6043025CLEVELAND

-191.691.179.7-11100.692.82-121385259126264160104-16.929.012.1061070N Y JETS

11109.3109.3111.10101.1113.183736221215039826413510.720.431.1025016KANSAS CITY

-4103.8106.0108.7198.0104.20733132121003862471397.417.725.1034025L A RAMS

23102.9103.9113.811100.298.32-63602361243542491057.818.826.7024033MIAMI

-13101.0102.598.3-798.0103.1056328238903842661191.029.030.0042124NEW ORLEANS

5100.197.4101.1099.0100.10-3434222212030822484-0.320.019.7034025CHICAGO

-4103.8105.6106.9-498.1106.11733102031063832451386.419.425.9034134SAN FRANCISCO

9105.1105.6105.04103.2104.75-544793691104252961305.228.733.8024015SEATTLE

-2094.284.984.9-1897.9100.8-1310408230178418316102-9.634.725.1070052DALLAS

-796.094.693.7-299.797.1-5-5351220130345227119-4.728.023.3052142PHILADELPHIA

-1697.598.499.6-197.797.1-240366253113406281124-0.825.724.8015042L A CHARGERS

-897.592.494.3-2103.397.9-8-16339230109323209114-6.225.519.3024042DENVER

10106.5110.3113.1799.7102.42722862186935922913010.819.730.5015006PITTSBURGH

27109.5112.5112.3-398.0112.36234023110934217816412.517.329.8123015BALTIMORE

7107.0111.2114.81099.1105.45812912256637226610611.420.331.7034025TAMPA BAY

093.993.292.71100.491.9-4-7435625110528218498-7.424.917.4034061N Y GIANTS

3103.6105.4111.1697.0101.91413782471314192581618.120.929.0025025ARIZONA

-396.388.890.8-2104.998.1-4-4941725116636828385-7.331.023.7061061HOUSTON

292.290.488.9-597.692.0-4-8142428214334324697-9.431.422.0052061JACKSONVILLE

-793.895.897.2699.690.4-1-16309186123293193100-4.623.619.0133052WASHINGTON

7133.198.4103.62157.0153.2-2-14112751364102721382.224.827.0014023SOUTH ALABAMA

20134.4105.799.7-4146.2160.2-133612391233641152496.220.827.0032023GA SOUTHERN

00.00.00.000.00.0000000000.00.00.0000000COLORADO ST

-13131.280.682.3-2169.1162.1-3-139554229325415289126-15.034.019.0010010FRESNO STATE

-4148.4121.2120.115160.6170.131622651937242723019824.49.433.8014005MARSHALL

52129.195.593.7-6147.5154.30-19645824521326393170-4.728.724.0021030FLA INTRNTIONL

3135.995.497.23168.9159.1-2-71458246213387194193-6.837.831.0022031E CAROLINA U

10151.6108.5115.76180.2176.82473462171293932251689.318.327.7003012TULSA

-2152.275.574.7-4207.6201.6-2-157483225258326197129-25.049.024.0010010MINNESOTA U

2131.259.563.7-4187.6172.6-4-33053721232520714364-40.043.03.0010010MARYLAND U

10148.1119.4117.72163.1170.1313941528912655422932515.019.034.0001001HAWAII U

51140.0105.795.2-2159.1170.11-13549642076361233128-3.037.034.0010010WYOMING

-71143.088.983.3-5172.6185.1-410327617010637931960-11.038.027.0010010MICHIGAN ST

4174.5124.5125.34203.6209.6215732619712948322525825.024.049.0001001MICHIGAN U

38154.3112.8111.39178.8184.311-254502492014252461799.827.036.8014023WAKE FOREST

28146.792.295.4-4187.1179.58-20848525023527718493-12.732.519.8033051SYRACUSE

-8158.1110.1106.5-1182.9195.5115538225312953728725012.825.037.8023014N CAROLINA U

-21150.794.894.9-7188.7187.5-5-20422288134402252150-7.831.623.8023041VIRGINIA U

-6134.0104.1102.610161.7150.76-10409245164400214185-1.027.926.9034034TEX SAN ANTONI

28143.7105.4100.1-5164.6174.12-116390282108274123152-3.518.515.0011011FLA ATLANTIC

77160.4110.6112.71183.9197.38-5842826915937023813111.423.835.2014014KANSAS ST

-39155.1107.1105.40176.8193.2-119926215310946129117010.421.832.2122023WEST VIRGINIA

17149.299.7103.82179.6181.53-9395229166386287992.525.027.5024024BOSTON COLLEGE

5170.6120.5120.1-7174.4218.9724727817310552634917734.713.548.2042006CLEMSON

14155.6106.4103.9-3182.1192.72284472462014741832927.229.636.8032023VIRGINIA TECH

-14147.994.2101.03179.5182.4-8303841961874142311831.027.528.5123042LOUISVILLE

4160.0122.0118.4-1174.9192.431692701759543920723225.89.835.6032005NOTRE DAME

-30141.390.384.50188.3171.8-7-80476280196396216181-18.341.222.8042042GEORGIA TECH

23137.8105.4105.37161.8158.34-184202221984022371664.826.231.0013022CHARLOTTE

-41145.092.592.85187.2176.2-1110391248144402252149-9.330.721.3033051DUKE

24139.7100.2116.914159.7160.947834619015642423618716.621.638.2014005COASTAL CAROLI

6138.5106.7106.47164.9157.313465368974682292393.039.042.0013022GEORGIA ST

84158.491.8104.42206.6194.61-277488238250211170411.035.036.0001001INDIANA U

68153.1111.1116.75187.6175.14-1033793196027617010611.027.038.0001001RUTGERS

35176.7115.2123.50193.6225.6112137016021049127621535.017.052.0001001OHIO STATE

-91161.7108.295.6-2193.6205.6-127721117041488238250-1.036.035.0010010PENN STATE

14147.1104.7102.3-8166.3181.10415334131205743662084.233.838.0032023MEMPHIS ST

33152.8114.1117.05163.3184.7010430218212040719521224.812.537.2022004CINCINNATI

53157.897.6105.84206.6189.60-744602651953862821044.020.024.0001001PURDUE U

-32144.877.569.7-2209.6183.6-1-21243024818221887131-38.045.07.0010010ILLINOIS U

2151.0123.0122.91158.1175.602381861068042413728728.06.034.0001001SAN DIEGO ST

-16130.172.477.6-2178.1161.1-1-24745027917120392111-29.042.013.0010010UTAH STATE

-14130.285.688.5-13158.7159.2-7-92370181189278169109-10.227.817.7060042W KENTUCKY

0154.1118.0124.214164.7181.812652851968854935319631.014.045.0015006BYU

-10125.791.094.4-3149.1146.9-844549306243594339255-5.044.239.2032032NORTH TEXAS

-20126.795.0100.812155.2141.2-414327218109340218122-5.225.220.0024033TEXAS EL PASO

7154.1127.6122.42162.1179.112472039211145027917129.013.042.0001001BOISE ST

0151.9116.6111.6-2167.7181.8186268188793546628811.012.023.0011011AIR FORCE
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NETAVEAVEAVEAVEAVEAVEAVE

GAMEPWROPPAVEAVETOTPASRUNTOTPASRUNAVEAVE

'X'COMPPLAYLINERTGPWRPWRNETNETYPGYPGYPGYPGYPGYPGAVEPTSPTS

FCTRPOWRPOWRPOWRCHGRTGRTGT/OYPGAGTAGTAGTFORFORFORMGNAGTFORPNCTLWTEAM

-50138.194.3104.82171.1160.1-1135361233128496420763.034.037.0001001NEVADA RENO

-6128.977.077.1-1175.1157.60-23842413728718610680-28.034.06.0010010UNLV

-13125.594.791.5-3144.1148.6-2-26451333118425242183-6.040.034.0010010RICE

1129.596.185.8-8161.0152.43-95500281218405263142-13.243.430.2041041SOUTHERN MISS

-7138.591.784.8-17171.2172.30-139427184243289102187-15.334.719.3033033NAVY

4144.4106.3102.7-3159.8176.65914272321945183351829.528.237.7033015SMU

1166.1140.5136.34174.6189.643302071436453721232540.03.043.0001001NORTHWESTERN

-45158.7102.494.2-4187.6204.6074386282104460265195-4.024.020.0010010IOWA U

-9160.5105.7105.5-5183.8203.809938325213148230717512.832.245.0131023TEXAS U

-3160.1112.3110.75184.3196.6011830317612742120221816.512.028.5013004OKLAHOMA ST

27171.7122.5130.32184.6210.612122188713143024818238.07.045.0001001WISCONSIN U

-30154.884.876.50225.6193.6-1-121491276215370160210-35.052.017.0010010NEBRASKA U

-18160.1104.0104.4-1184.3204.0-41553462529450135314813.026.839.8032023OKLAHOMA U

-7149.197.293.8-3181.6186.5-1-56487338149431281150-4.837.032.2032032TEXAS TECH

-58138.696.595.10169.0166.3-170371181191441299142-4.036.332.3021021TEMPLE

47145.4105.3101.9-1169.3175.34-994783251533791652140.735.336.0033042TULANE

10144.4105.6102.0-6166.6173.94133741821923862101764.622.627.2032014UL LAFAYETTE

16132.594.696.64164.8153.2-1-102463295167360223137-8.634.626.0043061TEXAS ST

-14134.8100.099.71155.4159.40263992521484252991262.428.831.2032023TROY STATE

-12136.493.995.62169.2161.6-1-15490291198475369105-6.040.734.7024033ARKANSAS ST

-36155.896.593.9-2199.0194.8013400224176413265148-6.830.523.8022031TCU

32161.5104.2104.5-6188.3205.23-59367213154308210985.322.728.0111021BAYLOR

16151.1109.1104.3-1172.1185.1816048628720064743621111.833.445.2041023CENT FLORIDA

-27144.494.4102.95176.7174.1-5923542491054453211245.731.737.3012012HOUSTON U

-9156.5102.099.60191.9194.5-1243862601254102201891.226.828.0032023IOWA STATE

-29138.080.075.3-9189.9172.5-5-165438230208273148125-30.045.015.0140050KANSAS U

31169.8109.4106.0-13192.6220.661847434612849335114212.030.042.0022022LSU

11162.4101.597.2-7200.2206.62-16402220181386221164-0.825.224.4032023AUBURN U

8136.9104.0105.79158.2158.2-1653211551663862011858.721.229.8042024ALA-BIRMINGHAM

21134.198.097.2-5155.9159.82-8341027113932722899-2.832.029.2042033LOUISIANA TECH

-18157.892.294.3-1206.2198.1-5-35556299257521301220-9.844.634.8032041MISSISSIPPI U

10147.281.985.2-2205.5181.8-1-200457246211257145111-24.333.08.7021030VANDERBILT

-9144.1109.0108.4-2151.7175.7-214833419613848320527816.018.834.8031013APPALACHIAN ST

-30122.879.581.2-20156.0148.6-4-11842618024630824464-23.036.513.5051060UL MONROE

-56154.084.491.8-2202.8195.6-109129619210338735829-8.226.818.5031031MISSISSIPPI ST

25173.2110.3113.53201.0220.6314042728014756739816922.026.448.4023005ALABAMA U

21155.898.9105.016206.3184.46-72419242177346244102-2.525.523.0004022ARKANSAS U

-43160.5103.896.92201.8200.0-16835527976422250172-1.529.027.5022013TEXAS A&M

-54159.492.899.76212.3196.0-453368245122421272149-7.031.024.0013022MISSOURI U

41164.898.6103.9-4196.5212.6-1-314953311644643421229.033.342.3021012FLORIDA U

-3170.7112.2109.11202.6214.82943322537842625317313.519.533.0022013GEORGIA U

28164.6106.0104.60200.4206.03-503572281293081231844.420.024.4032032KENTUCKY U

00.00.00.000.00.0000000000.00.00.0000000NEW MEXICO U

10147.3107.4115.76185.1164.11-4298922062942266811.06.017.0001001SAN JOSE ST

35145.6121.1115.010148.2171.87892751711043645630821.911.733.6025016ARMY

-7142.594.287.9-10175.6177.5-1-92490282209399205194-12.235.022.8042042FLORIDA ST

-6142.3113.1112.56151.6167.1218429717712048122525616.721.338.0024006LIBERTY

-22111.368.071.60159.7128.7-1-24944013230819180111-41.041.00.0010010MASSACHUSETTS

25153.7105.5108.112183.7185.512040024915142024917010.722.232.8024015MIAMI FLA

-8125.589.686.3-10155.3148.2-1-113452180273340208132-14.337.222.8033042MID TENNESSEE

10147.595.0100.712188.5176.6-3-53449266183396261135-2.734.231.5024024N CAROLINA ST

-8150.2104.698.0-3177.6185.426330423470368269991.923.925.7151043PITTSBURGH

12159.8101.7100.55203.0197.02-23403248155380215164-0.830.029.2014032S CAROLINA U

-37133.089.085.7-5169.2160.6-3-67392184209326184141-17.235.218.0033051SOUTH FLORIDA

-9157.293.289.8-4206.2198.5-2-79413254159334188145-10.833.022.2041032TENNESSEE U

.....................000AKRON

.....................000ARIZONA U

.....................000ARIZONA ST

.....................000BALL STATE

.....................000BOWLING GREEN

.....................000BUFFALO

.....................000CALIFORNIA

.....................000C MICHIGAN

.....................000COLORADO U

.....................000CONNECTICUT

.....................000E MICHIGAN

.....................000KENT STATE

.....................000MIAMI OHIO

.....................000NEW MEXICO ST

.....................000N ILLINOIS

.....................000OHIO U

.....................000OLD DOMINION

.....................000OREGON U

.....................000OREGON ST

.....................000STANFORD

.....................000TOLEDO

.....................000UTAH U

.....................000UCLA

.....................000SOUTHERN CAL

.....................000WASHINGTON U

.....................000WASHINGTON ST

.....................000W MICHIGAN
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